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Despite the Initial impetus given by Monte Carlo studies l J , i t is fair to say 

that an understanding of the spectrum of lattice gauge theories still eludes us . 

On the analytical side though the strong coupling methods * ' yield series 

expansions for the masses, unambiguous extrapolations of these results to the 

physically relevant weak coupling region have still not been carried out reliably. 

Apart from the paucity of terms in the available series the precise way of 

extrapolating these series is not yet known (this i s to be contrasted with the 

method of determining the spectrum by the so-called resolvent operator techniques 

where a well-defined pada approximant is picked out on the basis of theoretical 

arguments). 

The purpose of this letter i s to report on the progress made in this connection 

by the application of variational techniques to the Euclidean SU(2) lattice gauge 

theories. The analogous problem within the Hamilfonian formalism of lattice 
f31 theories will not be discussed here l ' • 

A first attempt at applying Rayleigh-Ritz type variational considerations to the 

mass gap problem in Euclidean lattice gauge theories was made in ref. [4 ] for 

three-dimensional (2+1) U( l ) and SU(2) gauge theories. There the mass gap 

problem was reduced to the problem of determining the spectrum of the so-called 

"tube" transfer matrix. The tube transfer matrix resulted as a consequence of 

the simple form of the ansatz made for the eigen functional of the transfer 

matrix for the three-dimensional theory. Two consecutive applications of the 

variational method reduce the problem of evaluating various correlation functions 

of the full theory to that of evaluating them within the tube provided the 

quantities that enter into these expectation values are contained in the tube. 

Recently these variational techniques have also been applied to four-dimensional 

gauge theories l » ' . The variational method was applied repeatedly till the 

properties of the infinite lattice could be related to those of a unit hypercube 

which were subsequently evaluated analytically (by this we mean non-

stDchastkally as the various expressions, which were typically series Involving 

Bessel functions, were evaluated numerically) using the techniques of group 

integrations and character expansions ' '• The results for the vacuum structure 

were indeed quite encouraging. 
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In the process of reducing the properties of the full lattice to that of a unit 

hypercube i t was necessary u> introduce a hierarchy of transfer matrices. The 

full details of this procedure for three- and four-dimensional theories can be 

found in ref. [ 6 ] . In the case of three-dimensional lattice theories this 

hierarchy of transfer matrices consists of 

- ( a ) - the transfer matrix for the original lattice problem, 

- ( b ) - the so-called 'slab' transfer matrix, and finally, 

- ( c ) - the ' tube' transfer matrix which has already been mentioned before. 

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctionals of each transfer matrix were then related to 

those of the next transfer matrix in the hierarchy. Thus within the approximation 

scheme a knowledge of the last element of the hierarchy namely the tube transfer 

matrix sotoes the whole lattice problem. In the case of four-dimensional gauge 

theories the hierarchy has four elements which we shall sequentially denote as 

(a) the full transfer matrix, (b) the ' 3 -d ' slab, (c) (3-d(s lab) 2 ) and (d) the 

4-d tube transfer matrices* An additional complication arises in the case of 4-d 

theories compared to the 3-d theories in the sense that the norms of the 

eigenfunctfonals of the various transfer matrices for the 3-d case are exactly 

soluble (when the ansatze are of the "one-plaquette form") while the 

corresponding norms for the 4-d transfer matrices (with the exception of the 4-d 

tube transfer matrix) are partition functions for 3-d lattice theories and hence 

not exactly soluble. This difficulty was overcome by applying the 3-d variational 

techniques to the evaluation of these norms* Such an approximation upsets the 

strict lower bound for the largest eigenvalue provided by the variational method. 

But In practice i t was found that the variational approximants to the norms were 

very close to their true values justifying these approximations (see ref. [6] for 

detai ls) . 

The spectrum of each transfer matrix in the hierarchy provides an approximation 

to the true spectrum of the theory. These spectra are determined by recourse to 

the usual matrix variational (MV) techniques. This requires the specification of a 

basis (finite dimensional) In the Hubert space. Before specifying the detaiLs of 

these bases we make some general remarks pertinent to the variational treatment 

of systems with many (infinitely many In the continuum limit) degrees of 

freedom. These should be contrasted with the corresponding aspects of the 
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variational treatment of systems with few degrees of freedom, e .g . quantum 

mechanics. 

In quantum mechanics if 4*Q i s an ansatz for the ground state satisfying the 

usual requirements of reality and nodelessness, the ansMtze for the excited states 

can be chosen to be of the form gXg where XQ i s another nodeless function. But 

in systems with many degrees of freedom \Q n a s to be the same as 4>Q 

Otherwise, the mass gap grows with volume in the thermodynamic limit which is 

clearly an undesirable feature (see ref. [ 8 ] , p .533) . 

The second remark concerns the allowed choices for the so-called "creation 

operators" i . e . analogues of g in the above example. Once again in systems with 

few degrees of freedom this choice is not restricted. For systems with large 

(growing as the volume of the system) number of degrees of freedom on the 

other hand, if {0r} is the set of such functfonals they must satisfy 

<O\T\0> <O\0> 
for every r . |0> stands for the ansatz for the ground state functional. The 

creation operators are then 0 - < 0 > and because of ( 1 ) , <0 > has an 

unambiguous meaning. The basis for the matrix variational calculation i s given by 

the set |r> = {0 r - < 0 r
>

o } K» where <0>o - (<0 |0 |0>)/(<0 | 0>) . The matrix 

variational calculation involves the evaluation of the matrices N = <r |T |s>, and 

D__ • <r|s> and the eigenvalues of ND . It can be showr. that if (1) i s not 

satisfied, N rg grows as (volume)2 while D r s grows as the (volume) and the 

eigenvalue problem is Ill-defined In the thermodynamic limit. 

There are three circumstances where (1) holds exactly: (i) due to symmetry 

requirements both sides of (1) are identically zero e .g . the rotationally non-

invariant excited states of the X-Y model in 2 dimensions I ' ; (ii) |0> i s an 

exact eigenstate of T; (iii) the quantities 0 r enter the ansatz for |0> In the 

form exp(lL^ r0 r) where the set {p } i s determined by the statlonarlty of the 

largest eigenvalue of T with respect to varia Jons of { p r } . In that circumstance 

(1) is just the requisite stationarlty condition. In particular ansMtze for the 

ground state functional of the form (E \ r 0 r ) | O ' > where |0'> i s some given 

functional (which may have been obtained by a less accurate variational 

treatment) will never satisfy (1) if only a finite number of 0 ' s are considered. 
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If {p } are small it is possible to perturbatively expand the exponent to bring 

|0> co the latter form and (1) can be made to be satisfied order by order. But 

even a dlght discrepancy in (1) still leads to the destabilizing effect mentioned 

earlier. 

The implications of (1) are clear: the vacuum state |0> decouples from the rest 

of the basis in the matrix variational formulation. Thus we should apply matrix 

variational technique to the subspace excluding the vacuum state. 

But so far the only quantity that has been included in the exponent is the 

plaquette in the fundamental representation. The inclusion of more operators in 

the exponent i s a very difficult task. This important step in the improvement of 

the variational treatments is under study. Thus, even though we are not 

"content" to live with just the single-plaquette form of the ansatz we are forced 

to do so by technical difficulties. 

But in actual practice It was found that even with this restricted form of the 

ansatz (1) was satisfied quite well with errors of the size of 10% in the worst 

cases (and not 5C% or 100%). As these investigations are in any case of a 

preliminary nature the attitude taken here is to simply remove by hand the 

vacuum state from the Hubert space and perform calculations as if (1) were 

t rue . Needless to say this situation must be improved upon. 

Choice of basis: The operators 0 were so chosen that our original method of 

reducing everything to the properties of the unit hypercube still holds. This 

implies that for d33 we have to restrict our choice to plaquettes albeit in 

arbitrary representations. For daA this choice Is certainly available but in 

addition we can choose all Wil9on loops that can be contained in a cube. Tn this 

article only the operators designated 0^ and O2 in the first article of ref. [ I ] 

have been considered and these operators are in addition taken to be in the 

fundamental representation. To keep the calculation from getting involved the two 

sets i . e . (a) plaquette in j « ^ , 1, 3/2 and (b) plaquette, 0^ ,02 all in the 

fundamental representation were treated differently. As we shall later give 

evidence to the relative unimportance of the plaquettes in j * l , 3 / 2 this procedure 

makes sense. 

We shall illustrate our calculations for d»3 and only quote the results for d«4. 
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Various details and some technical improvements will be presented elsewhere. 

Mass gap estimates for 3-d theory: 

The starting point is the evaluation of the spectrum of the tube transfer matrix 

which is the Kramer-Wannier transfer matrix for the statistical system 

represented by eq. (2 .15) of ref. [ 6 ] . An explicit form o f this matrix may 

also be found in ref. [4] where its eigenvalues were determined using numerical 

methods, In this paper all the calculations will be done analytically. The time 

slice for the tube transfer matrix consists simply of a single plaquette and the 

ansatz for the ground state of the tube transfer matrix is of the form 

3? o ^ 
For simplicity we restrict (2) to have only one parameter corresponding to the 

fundamental representation. The norm of (2) i s easily calculated (actually we 

will not need this explicitly). The basis vectors for MV are chosen to be 

\m) 0 > = (Xrt - <xT» \cj'l «,= 2^1 o> 

It i s easuy seen that 

In view of the remarks made earlier the vacuum state will not be included in the 

basis for MV. Thus 

where D̂  '(ra,n) i s the iiner product (divided by <0 |0>^ ' ) of vectors |m> and 

|n>. Then 

t>cV,v>) - - i - 1 d ï é (^)" *™ •*? W) (6, 
*»« Iw-wl+i I , X, %, 

(•$• means that only alternate terms in the series are to be summed) 
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likewise, with appropriate normalization» 

where 

Therefore 

where Pi »po a r e P l a t l u e t t e s lying o n t w o consecutive time slices and as discussed 

in great detail in ref. [ 6 ] , < ^„w- refers to the expectation values of 

quantities evaluated within a cube at effective coupling y + 0 /2 = p. The 

variational determination of y(P) is also to be found in refs. [ 5 , 6 ] . Using 

character expansions for SU(2) i t i s straightforward to show that 

<i*W = 1 1 * h tffo (ban1 - -Eü̂ l (4) 

where (10) 

S4= Ü i* ^t (2f) 

By virtue of the stationarity of the largest eigenvalue of T̂  ' with respect to 

Y(P) i t also follows that 

** * * x. 
Likewise 

< 

(l> (1^ Though it is possible to find the eigenvalues of Nv 7 /D x ' straight away, we 
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applied the Gram-Schmitt orthonormalization to the basis vectors |m> (m*l) to 

obtain an orthonormal basis in such a way that the new vector |m>' did not 

contain |mM> with m" > m. The transformation from the old basis to the new 

basis was expressed by a 'Gram-Schmitt* orthogonallzing marrtc* Cl such that 

\™>'< 0= 5 C l - l W , ™ ^ \W>1>°) (13) 

The numerator matrix was reexpressed in the new basis and i ts eigenvalues 

\ ^ ' and elgenfunctions Z^ ' / , were found in the usual manner. 

Equipped with the spectrum of the tube transfer matrix we can now proceed to 

determine the spectrum of the slab transfer matrix designated by (eq. 2 .11) in 

ref. [ 6 ] . The time slices are now strips of unit width. The vacuum ansatz i s 

In principle the y ' s entering (14) and (2) need not be the same. In practice 

very little difference was found in their values justifying the assumption that the 

same y i s used In the ground state ansa'tze for all the transfer matrices in the 

hierarchy. This assumption leads to great simplifications in the calculations. 

The excited states built on (14) were taken to be of the form 

lY*>l)= 1 (XvtP-,)- <*S) I d f ' (15) 

The norm of these states amounts to an evaluation of "integrated correlation 

functions" within an infinitely long strip with effective coupling 2y. But the two-

dimensional gauge theories with plaquette action being exactly soluble the norms 

of these states can also be evaluated explicitly* In particular, for 2-d gauge 

theories with plaquette action all correlations vanish except at zero distance. 

Neither of these two fortunate circumstances remains for the 4-d case. For the 

evaluation of the numerator matrix we utilize the transfer matrix T^ ' and i ts 

spectrum. In summary, 

.«. . . . . . / u) to O tw,v>)« 4*,\tt> . ^ ^ 

<0»0>a)L. (16) 
1 -rUfTt i l 
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In (16) L̂  is the length of the strip. The numerator matrix is (appropriately 

normalized ) 

>e i\- >>) a?) 

where 

1 > r Vrtwv f?l*Oi Yntw\x (? )^ t 
(18) 

Having obtained these quantities, the Gram-Schtnitt matrix C32, the eigenvalues 

XJ- ' and the eigenfunctions Ẑ  ' , x are readily obtained. The treatment can 

be extended to the case of the full transfer matrix and the results are: 

i» t ) 
D (W>v\)« V L*0,V\) >yv^+l ( 19 ) 

-f ( t - A f ; (20) 

VYV*! l (2D 

When only one state is considered in addition to the vacuum state in each channel 

the following inequalities can be proven: 

CD y U ) I ,% ^ -WVC I \ 

<yv\ $ -wx - AM (^+ i e J (22) 

The results for the mass gap estimate In the tube approximation more or less 

reproduces the same numbers as in refs. [ 4 ,6 ] . The feature of these estimates 

worth noticing is that the mass gap drops to a value mi " 3 . 0 at 3*3.0 and 

then practically remains constant (actually starts to increase very gradually). 

Since the lowest attainable value of Mj is already quite high, the difference 
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between the estimates m<2>, « O ) and ra *• ^ was still not sufficient to lower 

the mass gap estimate towards a scaling behaviour. 

4-d Calculation: The calculations proceed exactly as outlined before even though 

the details are considerably more complicated. These details are beyond the scope 

of this letter and will therefore be presented elsewhere. Even though i t was 

possible to analytically evaluate the various expectation values in the hypercube, 

they were evaluated by Monte Carlo simulations on a 2*+ lattice in view of the 

preliminary nature of these studies. 

Before discussing *he influence of the effective dimensionality on the mass gap, 

results will be given for the tube transfer matrix. As indicated before, the basis 

vectors were grouped into two categories "plaquettes in h^her representation" 

and "extended operators". The results are shown in Table 1: 

TABLE 1 

P m1 

2.0 3.021 

2.125 2.909 

2.25 2.758 

2.375 2.732 

2.5 2.783 

m2 

3.019 

2,905 

2.758 

2.7315 

2.779 

m<i 

2.920 

2.795 

2.677 

2.584 

2.638 

m4 

2.40 

2.59 

2.88 

m5 

2.18 

2.33 

2.52 

Here m, is the mass gap estimate with only the plaquette operator in the 

fundamental representation, nto with the set ( a ) , m-j with set (b) and m^ i s the 

mass gap for the transfer matrix, obtained by the first article of ref. [1] on a 

16*23 lat t ice; mc obtained in the same reference for t - 2 . It is evident that 

including plaquettes in higher representations does not have a significant influence 

on the mass gap whie the extended operators have an influence that is clearly 

visible. The comparison with the results 23*16 lattice also shows that the 

variational results are not too far from the actual values in the interesting 8-

reglon. 
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If we keep only one state In addition to the vacuum state i t is again possible to 

obtain inequalities of the type discussed in eq. (17 ) . By choosing this single 

vector to be the best vector from the tube calculation the following results were 

obtained. 

p 

2.0 

2.125 

2.25 

2.375 

2.50 

m™ 

2.92 

2.80 

2.68 

2.58 

2.64 

m<2> 

2.82 

2.69 

2.55 

2.44 

2.51 

TABLE 2 

m<3> 

2.71 

2.56 

2.41 

2.28 

2.37 

m<4> 

2.58 

2.41 

2.24 

2.10 

2.20 

«MCV m 

2.27 

1.81 

1.66 

1.94 

2.27 

where m̂  ' - m̂  ' are the estimates for transfer matrices with effective 

dimensionality 1-4 and m is the Monte Carlo variational result of Berg et 

al. •• J. In summary the variational results based on the single plaquette ansatz 

augmented with somewhat larger Wilson loops as glueball creation operators 

support many of the qualitative features of the Monte Carlo studies of SU(2) 

glueball mass. The most salient of these are: (i) the relative unimportance of 

the plaquettes In higher representations, (11) the importance of the extended 

operators and finally (ill) the trend for the mass gap to start increasing again 

immediately after the cross-over region. The Improvement of the mass gap 

estimates with the effective dimensionality has a simple interpretation: when the 

effective dimensionality is lower the glueball is squeezed more resulting in a 

higher mass. We see that the effective dimensionality i s the most important 

factor in Improving the mass gap In the p-region considered. Further 

Improvements for the estimates presented here due to increased size of the 

Hubert space etc. will be presented later along with a detailed discussion of the 

technical points involved* The proximity of the numerical results obtained here to 

those of Monte Carlo studies is encouraging. But in view of the simple form of 

the vacuum functional obtained by the variational method it appears that the 
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Monte Carlo studies are yet to find a spectrum c b s e to the continuum picture. 

I would like to thank A. Patkos for many discussions and P. G. Lauwers for help 

with the Monte Carlo programming. 

* * * 
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